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Abstract
The Newspeak language had a strong inluence on Grace’s
language design: Is a Newspeak interpreter a good starting
point for a Grace implementation?
Trule is a framework for interpreter implementation and
leverages the Graal just-in-time (JIT) compiler to ofer state-
of-the-art performance to dynamic languages. But does it
fulill the promise, and at which cost?
This talk is a review of about two years of work on a Grace
implementation based on SOMns called Moth. What did we
achieve? How compliant is Mothwith the speciication? How
much of SOMns can we reuse to support Grace? Does Trule
live up to the promise?
1 Why another Grace implementation?
Perhaps the irst question to answer when deciding to im-
plement a language is the goal of the new language imple-
mentation. While widely used languages beneit from new
implementations simply by exposing ambiguity and holes in
the speciications, for Grace there are not yet enough users
to justify such an investment.
From the outset, Grace was designed as a language for
teaching and research. Looking at its four or ive implemen-
tations, we see that most of them are interpreters (Kernan is
an interpreter built in C#) or compilers to other languages
(Minigrace compiles to C and JavaScript). None of these im-
plementations focus on performance. Performance can be
a major hurdle for some research questions. For instance,
metaobject protocols have been considered impractical for
about twenty years, until it could be shown that their perfor-
mance issues can be solved [Marr et al. 2015]. Similarly, there
is an open question about whether gradual typing can be sup-
ported eiciently in a practical implementation [Takikawa
et al. 2016]. While eiciency was not a goal of the language
design [Black et al. 2010], the language should not gratu-
itously include features that cannot be implemented ei-
ciency. Grace’s current design now includes several features
(gradual typing, a deeply nested object model, language ex-
tension via dialects, inheritance from łfresh objectsž, method
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aliasing over inheritance) that are suiciently novel or com-
plex that their eicient implementation cannot be taken for
granted. To validate the language design, then, we need to
demonstrate an implementation that achieves performance
comparable with contemporary implementations of compet-
ing languages. This means the performance goal for our new
Grace implementation (called łMothž [Hopper 1947]) is to
reach performance on a level comparable to JavaScript. We
aim to reach that goal without requiring a customVM, a team
of 100 engineers, and resources that even large companies
struggle to provide.
2 How do Newspeak and Trufle it into
the mix?
Self [Chambers et al. 1989] and Newspeak [Bracha et al. 2010]
had amajor inluences onGrace’s design. Self inspires Grace’s
foundation upon objects, rather than classes, and its view
of computation as requesting messages. Newspeak inspires
Grace’s ubiquitous nesting used to represent related abstrac-
tions, and in particular, to simulate classes with objects.
As such, an early idea was that one may be able to adapt an
existing Newspeak implementation with comparably little
efort to execute Grace programs. This intuition was con-
irmed with a one-week efort of getting Grace running on
top of a Newspeak implementation simply by translating the
AST from an existing Grace parser.
SOMns is a Newspeak implementation on top the Trule
framework and the Graal JIT compiler [Würthinger et al.
2013, 2017]. SOMns is implemented as an abstract-syntax-
tree (AST) interpreter, which represents the language seman-
tics directly as AST nodes. Compared to more traditional
compilers and bytecode interpreters, an AST interpreter can
avoid most compile-time analyses of the input program, and
realize all aspects of the language semantics at run time.
While this approach drastically simpliies an implementation,
doing essentially all the work of checking and evaluating a
program at run time means that a naïve AST interpreter will
be slow. SOMns leverages the Java Virtual Machine, Graal
compiler, and Trule framework so that its AST interpreter
reaches the performance of V8 JavaScript [Marr et al. 2016].
This made SOMns appealing as platform for a new Grace
implementation that has performance as a major goal.
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Figure 1. Comparison of Java 1.8, Node.js 10.4, Higgs VM,
and Moth. The boxplot depicts the peak-performance re-
sults for the AreWe Fast Yet benchmarks, each benchmark
normalized based on the result for Java. For these bench-
marks, Moth is within the performance range of JavaScript,
as implemented by Node.js, which means we reached our
performance goal.
3 What worked
The promise of SOMns, Trule, and Graal were great per-
formance at reasonable engineering cost. Looking at the
numbers, this is not too far of the mark.
SOMns consists of about 33KLOCof Java and about 2KLOC
of Newspeak for its standard library. The biggest difer-
ence between Newspeak and Grace’s object models is that
Newspeak is based on classes, while Grace is based on object
literals. The Newspeak speciication also deines object liter-
als, but no Newspeak implementation supports them, includ-
ing SOMns. We extended SOMns to include Newspeak’s ob-
ject literals, with the aim that they could be used for Grace’s
object literals. Object literal support added about 1.5KLOC
of Java.
Moth relies on a third-party parser (Kernan) for parsing
Grace code. As a consequence, Moth only needs to process
a JSON encoding of the Grace AST, Combined with other
smaller pieces of infrastructure, Moth adds about 5KLOC
of changes to SOMns, and is therefore a relatively small
addition.
Figure 1 shows the performance of Moth compared to Java
and Node.js. For the evaluation, we use the AreWe Fast Yet
benchmarks [Marr et al. 2016], which were designed for such
cross-language comparisons. For peak performance, we see
that we are 1.2x (min. 0.8x, max. 2.2x) slower than Node.js,
and about 2.3x (min. 0.9x, max. 4x) slower than Java.
To put these results into perspective, we also compared
Moth with the Higgs VM, a JavaScript VM for research on
JIT compilation [Chevalier-Boisvert and Feeley 2015, 2016].
Higgs consists of 21KLOC of D and 9KLOC of JavaScript.
While this is small and manageable for a custom VM, Higgs’s
performance on the AreWe Fast Yet benchmarks is not yet
in the range of V8 JavaScript.
4 What didn’t work
While we reached the main goal that we aimed for, there
are a number of issues that still require more engineering
and research. Sometimes the language speciication does
not yet specify concrete semantics. One such example is
a fairly basic aspect: numbers. While it is said that Grace
must support at least a Number type with at least 51 bits of
precision, it also says that a full speciication of numeric
types is yet to be completed. Unfortunately, this is in tension
with the choices made in SOMns, which has two distinct
numeric types. SOMns Doubles are 64bit IEEE 754 loating
point numbers, while SOMns Integers are arbitrary preci-
sion integers with an optimization for 64bit values. At the
moment, Moth adopts SOMns’ model, which leads to strange
efects. The most noticeable is perhaps the proliferation of
.asIntegermethod requests which turn a Grace number lit-
eral (encoded as a SOMns Double), into an SOMns Integer
to take advantage of integer speciic library methods and
optimizations.
Other issues are simply an incomplete implementation.
For example, Grace’s for loop uses a range syntax from..to.
But in Moth, we typically rely on SOMns’ #to:do: method
of Integer. The main reason here is that some of these bits
simply have not yet been implemented. For most parts, we
rely on the SOMns standard library, which means that Moth
does not necessarily feel like a proper Grace would.
Other aspects require more research. For instance the sup-
port for Grace’s dialects is not yet completed. While basic
elements work, we do not usually use control low constructs
such as if (.) then {} else {} from the dialect. Instead,
we request Newspeak’s #ifTrue:ifFalse: on a boolean
object. The main reason here is that dialects are not yet
optimized in the same way as SOMns builtin classes that
ofer such control structures. For best performance, we there-
fore avoid things like if/then. At this point, we do not yet
have a good solution to optimize dialects reliably. The use of
simple heuristics would mean that the optimization would
apply only sometimes, but not always, which could lead to
unexpected results.
As mentioned in section 3, we rely on Kernan for parsing.
Our initial versions of Moth included a custom parser for
Grace. Unfortunately, this turned out to take much more
engineering time than we would have wished, and we gave
up on it for the moment.
Another issue that remains unsolved is the tension be-
tween breaking with SOMns’ implementation decisions, and
the appeal of being able to adopt SOMns’ maintenance changes
comparably efortlessly. An ideal Grace implementationwould
depart from SOMns and chose the simplest possible way to
realize Grace semantics. However, this would mean that we
have to change SOMns more extensively than we have done
so far. While this could lead to an overall smaller code base,
and a system that may be easier to understand, it would
also mean more efort for maintaining Moth. For instance,
keeping up to date with the Trule library requires work.
Similarly, SOMns is actively developed and some of its fea-
tures such as support for various concurrency models, or the
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language server protocol for IDE support, may be relevant
in the future. Thus, ideally, any improvements in these parts
would be easily adoptable, which would be hampered by
more extensive customizations of the SOMns core.
5 Nothing is perfect
Moth is a reasonable approximation of Grace. Newspeak,
as expected, was a fairly good foundation for Grace. The
similarities outweigh the diferences, and SOMns, with a
good understanding of how Trule works in general, enables
changes to the language semantics in a more direct way than
a source translator or compiler would.
As seen in ig. 1, the peak performance ofMoth is 1.2x (min.
0.8x, max. 2.2x) slower than Node.js and therefore reaches
our set goals. With such a peak performance, we can evaluate
ideas with a good chance of generalizing to state-of-the-art
systems. Thus, we are conident that Moth will enable us to
pursue a wider range of research questions with Grace.
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